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Aspire: A creative exploration of the short, lyrical documentary. 

This practice-led research project creatively considers the potential of the short 
MZSJDBM�EPDVNFOUBSZ��*O�TP�EPJOH�UIF�UIFTJT�FYBNJOFT�UIF�OBUVSF�PG�B�TQFDJmD�
genre of Asian television advertising and creatively applies it to a distinct form of 
narrative social portraiture. The practical component of the thesis is concerned 
with the design, direction and realisation of two short,1 lyrical2  documentary 
portraits that explore the theme of aspiration.3

1�#Z�ATIPSU��*�SFGFS�UP�B�TQFDJBM�DBUFHPSZ�PG�TIPSU�mMNT�UIBU�BSF�BSPVOE�UISFF�UP�mWF�NJOVUFT�JO
duration.

2 By lyrical I refer to an expressive or stylistic approach to documenting an event, environment or 

character. The term might also refer to a poetic or experimental approach. Lyricism can refer to the 

way a shot might be framed, the manner in which a sequence is edited, the grade of an episode 

or the distinctive manner in which sound and music relate to visual material.

3�5IF�TIPSU�mMNT�BSF�EFTJHOFE�GPS�OBUJPOBM�BOE�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�TIPSU�mMN�GFTUJWBMT��"T�TVDI�UIF�JORVJSZ�
JT�BMTP�DPODFSOFE�XJUI�SFDFOU�PSJHJOBM�DPOUSJCVUJPOT�PG�mMNJD�OBSSBUJWFT�JO�TJNJMBS�HFOSFT�BOE�UIFJS�
accompanying stylistic treatments.

                                           
                      A b s t r a c t
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Robert Nelson (2004) notes that in the exegesis “the writing cannot disappoint 
the high charter of the creative work.”4 Accordingly, this document contains both 
B�QFSTPOBM�BOE�BO�BOBMZUJDBM�WPJDF��"T�B�SFnFDUJWF�QSBDUJUJPOFS�*�BN�QPTJUJPOFE�
subjectively, however in contextualising the research and discussing critical 
ideas underpinning my practice, I negotiate reconciliation between what 
Hamilton (2011) calls “the disinterested perspective and academic objectivity 
… and the invested perspective of the practitioner/producer.”5 These voices 
QFSDPMBUF�UISPVHI�mWF�DIBQUFST�UIBU�FYQMBJO�BOE�DPOUFYUVBMJTF�UIF�DSFBUJWF�
project. 

This exegesis serves to contextualise and discuss issues related to the creation 
of two short, lyrical documentaries, namely Saranggola and Tumbang Preso. 
Both address the theme of aspiration. 

5IF�mSTU�DIBQUFS�FNQMPZT�B�SFnFDUJWF�BOE�TVCKFDUJWF�WPJDF�UP�PGGFS�B�QPTJUJPOJOH�
of myself as the researcher in relation to the project and past work. It discusses 
TJHOJmDBOU�QFSTPOBM�FYQFSJFODFT�UIBU�IBWF�MFE�NF�UP�DIPPTF�BTQJSBUJPO�BT�B�
theme. These experiences include a serious relapse in my kidney condition and 
its aftermath.

                                           
                      I n t r o d u c t i o n

4�3PCFSU�/FMTPO�i%PDUPSBMOFTT�JO�UIF�#BMBODF��5IF�"HPOJFT�PG�4DIPMBSMZ�8SJUJOH�JO�4UVEJP
Research Degrees,” Illuminating the Exegesis Special Issue 3, Retrieved September 1, 2013 from 

http://www.textjournal.com.au/speciss/issue3/nelson.htm (Monash University, 2004).

5 Jillian G. Hamilton, “The Voices of the Exegesis,”Practice, Knowledge, Vision, Doctoral Education 

in Design (School of Design, Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, 2011) para. 2.
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The second chapter is more analytical. It provides a review of contextual 
knowledge and considers writers who have contributed theories related to 
TIPSU�mMN�EPDVNFOUBSZ�BOE�UFMFWJTJPO�NFEJB�	TQFDJmDBMMZ�JO�SFMBUJPO�UP�OBSSBUJWF�
TUSVDUVSF�BOE�GPSN
��*U�BMTP�EJTDVTTFT�TUZMJTUJD�USFBUNFOUT�JO�TQFDJmD�mMNJD�UFYUT�
UIBU�IBWF�JOnVFODFE�UIF�SFTFBSDI�

The third chapter describes the research design and methodology employed 
JO�FYQMJDBUJOH�UIF�QSPKFDU��*O�TP�EPJOH�JU�CSJFnZ�EJTDVTTFT�QSJODJQMFT�PG�BDUJPO�
research and heuristics that have been adapted to heighten chances of 
discovery and criticality in the work. 

The fourth chapter adopts a more academically objective voice, to consider 
DSJUJDBM�JEFBT�UIBU�IBWF�JOnVFODFE�UIF�DSFBUJPO�PG�UIF�UXP�TIPSU�mMNT��*U�EJTDVTTFT�
stylistic and structural issues in certain Asian television commercials (TVCs) and 
QSFTFOUT�BO�BOBMZTJT�PG�TIPSU�MZSJDBM�EPDVNFOUBSZ�mMNT�UIBU�PQFSBUF�BT�B�GPSN�PG�
social portraiture.6 

"QQFOEJDFT�BDDPNQBOZJOH�UIF�UIFTJT�JODMVEF�UIF�mMNT��TZOPQTFT�EJSFDUPS�T�
notes and a brief commentary on each work.

6 The term is explained in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Past work

5IJT�SFTFBSDI�QSPKFDU�JT�BO�FYUFOTJPO�PG�UIJOLJOH�BSPVOE�TUSVDUVSF�BOE�TIPSU�mMN�
EFTJHO��5IJT�XBT�FYQMPSFE�JO������BOE������JO�SFMBUJPO�UP�NZ�QSFWJPVT�mMNT�Give 

it Back and Sword.

Figure 1. Joseph De Guzman, Give it Back, 2011. Give it Back presents a linear narrative that 
FYQMJDBUFT�POF�NBJO�DPOnJDU�PS�JEFB�JO�B�TJNQMF�QMPU��5IF�mMN�JT�BCPVU�B�UZQJDBM�VOJWFSTJUZ�TUVEFOU�
who is mistakenly accused by a stranger of stealing his wallet. A bystander knows what really 
happened but chooses not to get involved. In a light manner, it deals with issues related to cultural 
stereotyping.

                                           
                      P o s i t i o n i n g  t h e  R e s e a r c h e r
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Figure 2. Joseph De Guzman, Sword, 2012. Sword presents a more complex mode of storytelling, 
BT�*�BUUFNQUFE�UP�BEESFTT�TFWFSBM�UIFNFT�UISPVHI�UIF�JODMVTJPO�PG�TVCQMPUT�BOE�NVMUJQMF�DPOnJDUT�
	UIBU�BSF�HFOFSBMMZ�VODPOWFOUJPOBM�JO�USBEJUJPOBM�TIPSU�mMN�OBSSBUJWF
��*�BMTP�FYQMPSFE�IPX�TUSVDUVSF�
can give clarity and dramatic impact. Sword is about a young martial artist and the dissonant 
relationship he has with his grandmother, whom he has to live with due to the recent loss of his 
parents. The protagonist copes with the tragedy by being rebellious. However, this attitude leads 
IJN�JOUP�USPVCMF��5IF�mMN�GPMMPXT�UIF�SFTVMUT�PG�BO�BUUBDL�BOE�JUT�JNQBDU�PO�IJT�WBMVFT�

The completion of Saranggola (January 2013) after Sword has led me into 
this year’s project. I continue to explore the potentials of narrative structure in 
terms of how we construct meaning through subtext, metaphors, symbols and 
connotations. However, in this thesis I have become concerned with the lyrical 
QPUFOUJBMT�PG�OPOmDUJPO�OBSSBUJWFT�
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Theme

Thematically, this project is concerned with aspiration. The concept has been 
central to recent changes that have shaped certain values and priorities in the 
way I understand the human condition.  

In August 2012, my kidney condition7  took a large toll on me physically, 
resulting in a serious relapse. My muscles had deteriorated to the extent that it 
XBT�EJGmDVMU�UP�BDIJFWF�FWFO�B�TNBMM�KVNQ��"T�B�wushu8 practitioner, I became 
depressed and frustrated that I had lost my physical abilities. I was left with a 
decision. I either accepted the condition or aspired to something that doctors 
were uncertain I could attain.

Determined to regain my strength, I asked my friend, a wushu gold medalist, 
to help me. Since my release from hospital, we have been training everyday, 
XBLJOH�VQ�BU�mWF�JO�UIF�NPSOJOH�BOE�BMTP�BUUFOEJOH�OJHIU�DMBTTFT��*�IBWF�
made extreme changes in my lifestyle in terms of diet and exercise with the 
hope of getting better. Although the road towards recovery is neither smooth 
nor complete, the burdens of my condition feel less limiting and gradually, 
improvements in my training and health are beginning to show.

Figure 3. Joseph De Guzman, Wushu Training, 2013.

7 Nephrotic Syndrome – a potentially terminal kidney disease.

8�"�$IJOFTF�NBSUJBM�BSU�UIBU�JODMVEFT�BDSPCBUJDT�
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When one faces the possibility of death in one’s twenties, many values reformat. 
Certain fundamental ideas prioritise. Love, support and aspiration become 
more than euphoric virtues; one realises they are fundamental to survival and to 
VOEFSTUBOEJOH�XIBU�JU�JT�UP�MJWF�B�GVMmMMJOH�MJGF�

Accordingly, this thesis is not about angst-ridden narratives of post-adolescent 
isolation. It is about life. It is about the small essences of hope that help us to 
understand our will to survive and strive beyond the mundane and expected. 
*�USZ�JO�UIFTF�mMNT�UP�DBQUVSF�B�CFMJFG�UIBU�BTQJSBUJPO�JODMVEFT�IPQF�BOE�EFTJSF�
towards achieving something, despite seemingly pervasive obstacles. These 
mMNT�BSF�OPU�HSBOE�OBSSBUJWFT��5IFZ�BSF�MPDBUFE�JO�UIF�PSEJOBSZ�XPSMET�PG�PSEJOBSZ�
people (the street children of Manila where I was raised as a small boy).
 
5IF�mMNT�DPOUBJO�CPUI�JOOPDFODF�BOE�ESFBNT��*O�Saranggola, children band 
together to create a kite from old plastic bags. Through determination and 
UFBNXPSL�UIFZ�BSF�BCMF�UP�DSFBUF�BOE�nZ�JU�EFTQJUF�UIF�TFFNJOH�JNQSPCBCJMJUZ�
PG�UIF�FOUFSQSJTF��*�mMNFE�UIF�TBNF�DIJMESFO�JO�Tumbang Preso. Here, the main 
character talks enthusiastically about what he and his friends aspire to be when 
they grow up. As they do, we see them (almost as a counterpoint) playing their 
favorite game, tumbang preso.9 Their social class is a limitation they do not 
comprehend. They see the world positively and their hopes carry them forward.

"T�B�mMNNBLFS�POF�DBO�DSFBUF�TUPSJFT�PO�NBOZ�MFWFMT��0OF�DBO�FOUFSUBJO�PS�POF�
can seek to touch something of what it means to be human. The thesis draws its 
GPDVT�BOE�JOUFOU�GSPN�UIF�MBUFS�DPODFSO��"DDPSEJOHMZ�*�BTL�IPX�NZ�mMNNBLJOH�
might, in its lyricism, create forms of social portraiture.

9�5VNCBOH�QSFTP�JT�B�TUSFFU�HBNF�JO�UIF�1IJMJQQJOFT��*�EJTDVTT�JU�JO�EFUBJM�"QQFOEJY����)PX�UP�1MBZ�
Tumbang Preso.
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5IJT�DIBQUFS�SFWJFXT�LOPXMFEHF�SFMBUJOH�UP�UIF�EFTJHO�PG�UIF�UXP�TIPSU�mMNT�
that constitute the creative and scholarly concerns of the thesis. In so doing, it 
DPOTJEFST�CPUI�mMNJD�UFYUT�BOE�UIFPSFUJDBM�UIJOLJOH�

Although the thesis draws much of its inspiration from certain approaches to 
television media forms like the TVC (television commercial) and the narrative 
music video, it understands that the concept of the lyrical documentary short 
JT�BMTP�VOEFSQJOOFE�CZ�EFWFMPQNFOUT�JO�TIPSU�mMN�EPDVNFOUBSZ�BOE�CSPBEFS�
television narratives.

/BSSBUJWF�TUSVDUVSF�JO�TIPSU�mMN

4IPSU�mMNT�BSF�OPSNBMMZ�FDPOPNJDBM�JO�UFSNT�PG�TUPSZUFMMJOH��$PXHJMM�	����
�BOE�
3BTLJO�	����
�BSHVF�UIBU�UIF�JEFBM�TIPSU�mMN�JT�iGPDVTFE�BOE�TQFDJmDw10  that 
it works best “…when [the] story is tightly constructed and trimmed down to 
the bare essentials.”11�$PXHJMM�OPUFT�UIBU�VOMJLF�GFBUVSF�mMNT�TIPSU�mMNT�GPSHP�
TVQFSnVPVT�NPNFOUT�BOE�VOOFDFTTBSZ�EFUBJM�BT�UIFZ�iyEPO�U�IBWF�UJNF�UP�
leisurely explore more than one topic.”12

10 Linda Cowgill, Writing Short Films: Structure and Content for Screenwriters (New York: Lone 

Eagle, 2005), 14.

11�3JDIBSE�3BTLJO�5IF�BSU�PG�UIF�TIPSU�mDUJPO�mMN��B�TIPU�CZ�TIPU�TUVEZ�PG�OJOF�NPEFSO�DMBTTJDT�
	64"��.D'BSMBOE�����
�����

12 Cowgill, 14.

                                           
                      R e v i e w  o f  C o n t e x t u a l  K n o w l e d g e
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0O�UIF�PUIFS�IBOE�7BOEFHSJGU�	����
�TVHHFTUT�UIBU�TIPSU�mMNT�HFOFSBMMZ�DPOUBJO�
UIF�TBNF�TUSVDUVSF�BT�USBEJUJPOBM�)PMMZXPPE�GFBUVSF�mMNT��4IF�BSHVFT�UIBU�UIF�
three-act structure13 is a vital component. Her assertions are supported by a 
OVNCFS�PG�XSJUFST�PO�TIPSU�mMN�TDSFFOQMBZ�XSJUJOH�JODMVEJOH�(VSTLJT�	����
�/BTI�
(2012) and Johnson (2010). However, despite the seemingly pervasive nature 
of this idea, writers like Jones (2010) argue that the short form is far removed 
from the long form, in terms of conventions and structure. Jones believes that 
assumptions like Vandegrift ‘s form part of an under-critiqued tradition that can 
MJNJU�UIF�DSFBUJWF�NBOOFS�JO�XIJDI�UIF�TIPSU�mMN�EFTJHOFS�FOHBHFT�XJUI�OBSSBUJWF�
structure.

Cowgill (2005), Reid (2003), and Cooper and Dancyger (2004), in contesting 
QSPQPTJUJPOT�MJLF�UIPTF�IFME�CZ�7BOEFHSJGU�OPUF�UIBU�OPSNBMMZ�TIPSU�mMN�JT�ESJWFO�
GSPN�B�TJOHMF�QMPU�JEFB�PS�DPOnJDU��$PXHJMM�	����
�TBZT�UIBU�CFDBVTF�TIPSU�mMNT�
BSF�BCMF�UP�iyGPDVT�PO�UIF�DPOnJDU�JO�POF�JODJEFOU�UP�HSFBU�FGGFDUw14 they “…can 
FGGFDUJWFMZ�EFBM�XJUI�EJGmDVMU�UIFNFT�w15

#FDBVTF�TIPSU�mMNT�BSF�BCMF�UP�QSPWJEF�DPNQMFUF�BOE�DPNQSFIFOTJCMF�OBSSBUJWFT�
in a relatively compact manner, Reid (2003) argues that they are closer to 
everyday experiences. By extension, Rabiger (2008) argues that the short 
mMN�NBZ�CF�DPOTJEFSFE�QPFUJD�CFDBVTF�JU�SFRVJSFT�iyEFGU�DIBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO�B�
compressed narrative style, and something fresh and focused to say.”16 Both 
PG�UIFTF�PCTFSWBUJPOT�BSF�PG�TJHOJmDBODF�UP�UIJT�TUVEZ�CFDBVTF�*�BN�DPODFSOFE�
with both the compact ‘everyday’ experience and the lyrical voice that such 
short narratives might adopt.

5IF�DPODFQU�PG�UIF�TIPSU�mMN�BT�B�DPNQBDU�OBSSBUJPO�UIBU�FNQMPZT�B�AEFGU��GPSN�PG�
lyrical characterisation is useful because it suggests approaches one might also 
take to the design of a lyrical form of documentary.

13�4ZE�'JFME�T�UISFF�BDU�TUSVDUVSF�EJWJEFT�UIF�GFBUVSF�mMN�JOUP�UISFF�BDUT��UIF�TFU�VQ�UIF
development and the resolution.

Syd Field, Screenplay, The Foundations of Screenwriting, rev. ed. New York: Bantamdell, 2005.

14 Cowgill, 11.

15 Cowgill, 11.

16 Rabiger, 207.



Documentary Structure and the Position of the Lyrical

(SJFSTPO�	����
�EFmOFE�UIF�EPDVNFOUBSZ�BT�B�iDSFBUJWF�USFBUNFOU�PG�BDUVBMJUZ�w17 
)F�TVHHFTUFE�UIBU�EPDVNFOUBSZ�SFDPSET�SFBMJUZ�XIFSFBT�mDUJPO�TIPXT�
JNJUBUJPOT�PS�SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT�PG�JU��)JT�EFmOJUJPO�BQQFBST�PO�UIF�TVSGBDF�UP�
incline our thinking about documentary away from concerns with the lyrical and 
metaphorical towards a preoccupation with objective social recording.

/JDIPMT�	����
�UBLFT�UIJT�JEFB�GVSUIFS��)F�TVHHFTUT�UIBU�EPDVNFOUBSZ�mMN�iy
merely reveals what we could have seen around us had we, too, looked with a 
patient discerning eye. [It] reveal qualities of the historical world that were there 
all along.”18

Grierson (1976), Bernard (2004), Rabiger (2009), and Nichols (1991) describe 
EPDVNFOUBSZ�mMNNBLJOH�JO�B�TJNJMBS�NBOOFS��*O�FYQMPSJOH�QFPQMF�BOE�TJUVBUJPOT�
#FSOBSE�TBZT�UIF�mMNNBLFS�PSHBOJTFT�JO�DBSFGVM�BSSBOHFNFOU�GBDUVBM�
information “…weaving it into an overall narrative that strives to be as compelling 
BT�JU�JT�USVUIGVM�BOE�BU�JUT�CFTU�SFTVMUT�JO�B�mMN�UIBU�JT�HSFBUFS�UIBO�UIF�TVN�PG�
its parts.”19 Although the documentary deals mostly with natural material and 
recorded reality, Rabiger (2009) points out that a story must also be told to reach 
the audience.

 DE GUZMAN: exegesis
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17 John Grierson,“The Documentary Producer,” Cinema Quarterly 2, no.1 (1933): 7-9.

18 Bill Nichols, Representing Reality: Issues and Concepts is Documentary. Vol. 681, (Indiana

University Press, 1991), 6.

19�4IFJMB�$��#FSOBSE�%PDVNFOUBSZ�TUPSZUFMMJOH�GPS�WJEFP�BOE�mMNNBLFST�	'PDBM�1SFTT�����
���
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In considering the role of lyrical portraiture in documentary, it is useful to 
consider Nichols’ (2001) taxonomy that proposes documentary as six modes:

•  The expository documentary (argumentative, often accompanied by 
narration)

•  The observational documentary�	B�AnZ�PO�UIF�XBMM��BQQSPBDI�XIFSF�UIF�
mMNNBLFS�TJNQMZ�XBUDIFT�XJUI�NJOJNBM�UP�OP�JOUFSBDUJPO


•  The participatory documentary�	XIFSF�UIF�mMNNBLFS�JT�JOWPMWFE�
engaging with the situation or subjects through interviews)

•  The SFnFYJWF�EPDVNFOUBSZ (where the audience is aware of the 
production process, admitting that what they are watching is just a 
reconstruction of reality)

•  The performative documentary (acknowledges the emotional and 
subjective aspects of documentary. It is often autobiographical and allows 
the audience to draw different meanings from its content)

•  The poetic documentary (subjective and artistic, it is used for the 
QVSQPTF�PG�FYQSFTTJOH�PS�mOEJOH�BO�JOOFS�USVUI
�

Nichols’ poetic mode may be seen as interfacing with the last of Renov’s (1993) 
four functions of documentary.20 Smith (2007) describes Renov’s fourth function 
as “to express” through artistic representation or a poetic approach. So, both 
Nichols and Renov note the existence of a potential lyrical form or purpose in 
documentary.

20 Renov’s (1993) other three functions as outlined by Smith (2007) are:

•  Recording, revealing or preserving (as a historical artifact)

•  Persuading or promoting (an argument or proposition)

t��"OBMZTJOH�PS�JOUFSSPHBUJOH�	FJUIFS�UIF�PCKFDU�PG�TUVEZ�PS�UIF�QSPDFTT�PG�mMNNBLJOH�BT�JO�
UIF�SFnFYJWF�NPEF
�

Renov notes that these categories are not mutually exclusive and can overlap.

(SFH�.��4NJUI�i5IF�4FHNFOUJOH�4QFDUBUPS��%PDVNFOUBSZ�4USVDUVSF�BOE�5IF�"SJTUSPDSBUT�w�
Berghahn Journals 1, no. 2 (2007): 83-100.
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4NJUI�	����
�BMTP�EJTDVTTFT�UIF�TJHOJmDBODF�PG�UIF�observational and poetic 
GPSNT�JO�EPDVNFOUBSZ�mMNNBLJOH��)F�TUSFTTFT�UIF�JNQPSUBODF�PG�UIFTF�JO�
shaping an audience’s decoding and expectations of documentaries, because 
the observational and poetic “…affect our emotional and cognitive assessment 
of the world being presented.”21

*O�SFMBUJPO�UP�MZSJDJTN�PS�QPFUJD�GPSN�3BCJHFS�	����
�DBVUJPOT�UIBU�i"OZ�mMN�
led by mood, metaphor, and imagery risks forgoing dramatic tension and 
momentum for the intensity and resonance of the moment.”22 However, he notes 
UIBU�UIJT�TIPVME�OPU�CF�B�MPTT�UP�UIF�mMN�TP�MPOH�BT�UIF�EPDVNFOUBSZ�DBO�IPME�UIF�
viewers’ interest and leave them with a larger vision.

Lyrical form in television advertising and narrative music video

To explain the nature of television narratives, Ellis (1992) compares them 
with cinema in relation to spectatorship. Ellis explains that the television is a 
domestic object viewed in domestic surroundings whereas the cinema screen 
is surrounded by darkness. The discrete environment of the movie theatre 
encourages a higher degree of spectator concentration. Compared to cinema, 
TV is treated in a unique way so it “…engages the look and the glance rather 
than the gaze.”23 For this reason, television narratives are visually simple, 
emphasising close-ups and ensuring that information is clear and obvious. 
Television narratives, whether they are news items, TVCs, dramas or music 
videos “…demand short bursts of attention.”24 Ellis argues that television’s lack 
of detail and simplicity are compensated for by rapid cutting, to provide variety 
and interest. He notes that because of this preference for rapid cutting, the 
informational values of the images are quickly exhausted. Cumulatively, this is 
why television narratives often build and descend very quickly from exhilarating 
experiences. We receive narratives as short bursts of rapidly fatiguing 
JOGPSNBUJPO�UIBU�DPMMFDUJWFMZ�DPOUSJCVUF�UP�B�DPOUJOVPVT�nPX�UIBU�DPOTUJUVUFT�UIF�
broader, ongoing metanarrative of the medium.

21 Smith, 85.

22�.JDIBFM�3BCJHFS�%JSFDUJOH��'JMN�5FDIOJRVFT�BOE�"FTUIFUJDT�	#VSMJOHUPO�64"��'PDBM�1SFTT�
2009), 306.

23 John Ellis, Visible Fictions rev. ed., (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1992), 128.

24 Ellis, 118.
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In generalising television content (programs and TVCs) Burton (2000) argues, 
“though television may be innovative to a degree it is rarely if ever genuinely 
experimental in its narrative constructions.”25 This of course is arguable. Ings 
(2005) and Reiss and Feineman (2000) argue that music video design has often 
pre-empted developments in cinema (both technologically and narratively). 
Narratively, the media form has also developed unique ways of constructing 
narratives that orchestrate tensions between enigma and meaning. Music videos 
and TVCs have also contributed distinctive treatments of dramatic arcing and 
editing so that stories can be told in very condensed ways (Ings, 2005).

"MUIPVHI�B�TJHOJmDBOU�CPEZ�PG�BDBEFNJD�SFTFBSDI�TVSGBDFE�JO�UIF�����T�
and early 1990s on music video by writers such as Aufderheide (1986), Gow 
(1992a), Straw (1988), Kinder (1984), and Jones (1988), much of this concern 
was with content analysis, especially as it related to violence, gender, and 
sexuality. However, Shore (1985) and Reiss and Feineman (2000) have offered 
more industry-focused critique of structure, context and function in the media 
form. This said, critique of narrative style and the role of lyrical approaches to 
storytelling appear to have been less examined. 

Aufderheide (1986) and Gow (1992b) describe music videos as the pioneers 
in video expression, arguing that they are in fact a distinct form of television 
advertising. They are a freeform moving image art that crosses between the 
commercial and the experimental (Hanson, 2006). However, unlike the TVC, 
they have a greater length (usually the length of their respective songs). These 
UFYUT�	VOMJLF�TIPSU�mMN�PS�EPDVNFOUBSJFT
�BSF�EFTJHOFE�UP�CF�TFFO�SFQFBUFEMZ��"T�
Reiss and Feineman (2000) point out, “most video directors … prefer a denser, 
more abstract style to telling a simple, literal story”26 so they can sustain interest 
in repeated viewings.

Kinder (1984) and Gow (1992a) identify several forms of music video, while also 
OPUJOH�UIBU�UIFTF�DBO�GVTF�TUZMJTUJDBMMZ��5IFZ�EFmOF�UIFTF�GPSNT�BT�OBSSBUJWF�
dominated, performance dominated, and those presented as dreamlike or 
abstract visuals.

25�(SBFNF�#VSUPO�5BMLJOH�5FMFWJTJPO��"O�*OUSPEVDUJPO�UP�UIF�4UVEZ�PG�5FMFWJTJPO�	-POEPO��"SOPME�
2000), 107.

26�4UFWFO�3FJTT�BOE�/FJM�'FJOFNBO�5IJSUZ�'SBNFT�1FS�4FDPOE��5IF�7JTJPOBSZ�"SU�PG�UIF�.VTJD�
7JEFP�	)BSSZ�/�"CSBNT�����
����
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Indicative of the kind of narrative music video considered in this thesis is 
Bernard’s (1984) work, Small Town Boy. This short, lyrical narrative documents a 
USJVNQI�PWFS�BEWFSTJUZ��6TJOH�B�GPSN�PG�OBSSBUJWF�nBTICBDL�JU�SFMBUFT�UIF�TUPSZ�PG�
a gay boy’s quest for freedom. The song in this video plays as a kind of melodic 
AWPJDF�PWFS����"MUIPVHI�UIF�CBOE�EPFT�OPU�QFSGPSN�JO�UIF�mMN�JUT�MFBE�TJOHFS�
	+JNNZ�4PNNFSWJMMF
�JT�JEFOUJmBCMF�BT�UIF�QSPUBHPOJTU�JO�UIF�TUPSZ��"T�TVDI�UIF�
text proposes itself as a promotional, autobiographical documentary portrait 
that integrates family photographs and dramatic re-enactment to present the 
narrative of the man’s ‘outing’ and subsequent exclusion from his family. As is 
JOEJDBUJWF�PG�NPTU�OBSSBUJWF�NVTJD�WJEFPT�BOE�57$T�UIF�mMN�DPNQSFTTFT�JUT�
narrative so, in the case of this story, the protagonist’s attraction to a swimmer, 
his bashing, arrest, expulsion from his family and construction of a new network 
of friends is told in under three and a half minutes.

Contemporary TVCs of interest to the thesis (because of their ability to condense 
narrative and character studies) include Chrysalis (Sornsriwichai, 2008), Panyee 

FC (Devine, 2011) and The Reunion Sek Fan (Isaac, 2012). Originating from 
Asia, these advertisements constitute a distinct genre of documentary that, while 
operating as a TVC, is comparatively longer than Western models in duration. 
4PNF�PG�UIFTF�BEWFSUJTFNFOUT�UBLF�VQ�UP�mWF�NJOVUFT�UP�UFMM�UIFJS�TUPSZ��*O�TP�
doing, they draw on structural devices from both narrative music video and short 
mMN�27

4IPSU�EPDVNFOUBSZ�XPSLT�UIBU�IBWF�BMTP�CFFO�JOnVFOUJBM�JO�UIJT�QSPKFDU�JODMVEF�
Sword Maker (Fukunaga, 2013), "NPOH�(JBOUT (Cresci, 2013), I Beat Mike Tyson 

(Weinstein, 2013), The Roper (McNicol and Sandilands, 2013), Everything is 

Incredible (Bastian, 2011), and Reindeer (Weber, 2011). These works provide 
referential material in terms of social portraiture in short documentary with 
consideration to dramatic and narrative structure. In addition, two recent short 
documentaries about aspiration, Noe Kuremoto (Brother, 2012) and "NBS 
(Hinton, 2011) offer some insight into the potential of treatments of narrative 
portraiture and the lyrical.28

27 These TVCs are unpacked in Chapter IV.

28 These works are also discussed in Chapter IV of this thesis.
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Conclusion

"�SFWJFX�PG�DPOUFYUVBM�LOPXMFEHF�SFMBUFE�UP�TIPSU�mMN�BOE�EPDVNFOUBSZ�DBO�
become very broad. This project, however, is primarily concerned with the 
design of a unique form of short, lyrical documentary, drawn from certain stylistic 
approaches and developments from television. Although the texts presented 
JO�UIJT�DIBQUFS�BSF�EJWFSTF�UIFZ�BSF�OPUFE�CFDBVTF�UIFZ�IBWF�JOnVFODFE�UIF�
QSPKFDU�T�USBKFDUPSZ�CZ�DPOUFYUVBMJTJOH�PS�JOnVFODJOH�UIF�XPSL�
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The overarching research design for this project employs a combination of 
interior and exterior methods, namely heuristic inquiry,29 and action research.30

Heuristic Inquiry and Filmmaking

In heuristics research, Etherington (2004) notes that the researcher is someone 
who also has a story to tell. She emphasises that the researcher’s personal 
experience and tacit knowledge relating to the topic of inquiry are part of the 
EBUB�DPMMFDUFE�BOE�HSFBUMZ�JOnVFODF�UIF�SFTFBSDI�USBKFDUPSZ��.PVTUBLBT�	����
�
says heuristic research is “…aimed at discovery; [it is] a way of self-inquiry and 
EJBMPHVF�XJUI�PUIFST�BJNFE�BU�mOEJOH�UIF�VOEFSMZJOH�NFBOJOHT�PG�JNQPSUBOU�
human experiences.”31  He suggests that it is also a research method usefully 
employed when one is seeking to increase the chances of creative discovery in 
a project.

                                           
                      M e t h o d o l o g y

29�"�IFVSJTUJD�JORVJSZ�NBZ�CF�EFmOFE�BT�B�NFBOT�PG�JOUVJUJWFMZ�TFBSDIJOH�GPS�UIF�NFBOJOH�PG�IVNBO�
experience where the practitioner attempts to solve a problem or investigate a theme through 

TVCKFDUJWF�SFnFDUJOH�BOE�FYQMPSJOH�
Bruce G. Douglass, and Clark Moustakas, “Heuristic Inquiry,” Journal of Humanistic Psychology 

25 (1985): 40.

30�"DUJPO�SFTFBSDI�DBO�CF�EFTDSJCFE�BT�B�QSBDUJDBM�SFTFBSDI�NFUIPE�UIBU�UBLFT�UIF�SFTFBSDIFS�
UISPVHI�B�QSPDFTT�PG�FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO�BOE�DPOUJOVPVT�SFmOFNFOU�
&SOFTU�4USJOHFS�"DUJPO�3FTFBSDI��"�)BOECPPL�GPS�1SBDUJUJPOFST�	4BHF�1VCMJDBUJPOT�����
����

31 Clark Moustakas, Heuristic Research: Design, methodology, and applications (Sage

Publications, 1990), 15.
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Although heuristics is commonly applied in psychology, the process is useful in 
EFWFMPQJOH�mMN�OBSSBUJWFT�BT�XFMM�FTQFDJBMMZ�XIFO�UIFTF�OBSSBUJWFT�BSF�FJUIFS�
autobiographical or draw on cultural constructs embedded in the director/
EFTJHOFS�T�MJWFE�FYQFSJFODF��*O�UIF�FBSMZ�TUBHFT�PG�DSFBUJOH�UIF�mMNT�*�ESBX�
GSPN�UIFTF�FYQFSJFODFT�BOE�SFMBUFE�LOPXMFEHF��5ISPVHI�TFMG�SFnFDUJPO�*�XSJUF�
rough story outlines that explore a theme. Douglass and Moustakas (1985), 
in discussing heuristic inquiries, describe this process of immersion where 
iUISPVHI�QFSTJTUFOU�TFMG�TFBSDI�BOE�SFnFDUJPO�UIF�SFTFBSDIFS�JORVJSFT�BT�UP�
where and how the theme is relevant and in what ways it might be shifted to 
reveal its components most effectively.”32

6OMJLF�mDUJPO�mMNNBLJOH�XIFSF�UIFSF�JT�B�IJHI�MFWFM�PG�DPOUSPM�UIF�MZSJDBM�
documentary shot on the street demands quick action. I record events as 
they happen, intuitively framing my subjects and composing shots. Accrued 
FYQFSJFODF�JO�mMNNBLJOH�JO�UFSNT�PG�DBNFSB�XPSL�BOE�FEJUJOH�BSF�FNQMPZFE�
when it comes to production and postproduction. These all contribute to the 
mMNT��TUZMF�BOE�MPPL�BOE�EFDJTJPO�NBLJOH�FOHBHFT�CPUI�UBDJU�BOE�FYQMJDJU�
knowledge33 emanating from lived professional and personal experience.

"T�*�BN�XPSLJOH�XJUI�B�MZSJDBM�GPSN�PG�mMNNBLJOH�B�DFSUBJO�QFSTPOBM�TUZMF�CFHJOT�
to surface. What I know, what I can do, and how I see and understand things, 
dictate the questions I ask of gathered and emerging data.34
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32 Douglass and Moustakas, 47.

33 Here, I refer to Polanyi’s (1966) idea that “we can know more than we can tell.” Tacit knowledge 

may be described as knowledge based on emotion, experience, insights and intuition, whereas 

explicit knowledge is based on logical or technical facts. Both simultaneously affect decisions in 

mMNNBLJOH�
Michael Polanyi, The Tacit Dimension (New York: Doubleday, 1966), 4.

34 I use these terms to describe discrete bodies of data. Gathered data refers to material accessed 

JO�UIF�mFME��5IJT�NBZ�CF�CSPBEMZ�VOEFSTUPPE�BT�BVEJP�BOE�WJTVBM�GPPUBHF�CVU�JU�DBO�BMTP�JODMVEF�
additional information like colour, texture, tone, movement, emphasis and metaphor. Emerging 

data refers to information surfacing as I process the recorded material. In other words, this is data 

UIBU�UIF�SFTFBSDI�HFOFSBUFT�JO�B�QSPDFTT�PG�DSFBUJWF�UFTUJOH�BOE�SFmOFNFOU��5IJT�DBO�JODMVEF
relationships between image, sound and narrative, or structural data including narrative arcs,

FNQIBTJT�QBDF�BOE�SIZUIN��5IVT�EBUB�NBZ�CF�VOEFSTUPPE�BT�CPUI�HBUIFSFE�JO�UIF�mFME�BOE
HFOFSBUFE�BT�B�DPOTFRVFODF�PG�DSFBUJWF�UFTUJOH�BOE�SFmOFNFOU�



Action Research and Filmmaking

Although the ability to dwell inside the question and employ the tacit and 
personal in decision-making is useful, the research inquiry moves beyond the 
tenets of a heuristic inquiry when it engages with a more exteriorised process 
PG�UFTUJOH�BOE�SFmOFNFOU�PG�NBUFSJBM��4USJOHFS�	����
�JO�IJT�EJTDVTTJPO�PG�
action research, describes the generative process of trial and feedback as 
“a continually recycling set of activities”35 that takes the researcher through a 
QSPDFTT�PG�FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO�BOE�DPOUJOVPVT�SFmOFNFOU��#FDBVTF�UIF�FGGFDUJWF�
EFTJHO�PG�B�TIPSU�mMN�IBT�UFDIOJDBM�OBSSBUJWF�BOE�BFTUIFUJD�EJNFOTJPOT�UP�
be considered, action research helps the formation and testing of ideas in a 
SFnFYJWF�FOWJSPONFOU�

 

 

Figure 4. Joseph De Guzman, Illustration of the cyclic nature of action research, 2013.
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35�&SOFTU�4USJOHFS�"DUJPO�3FTFBSDI��"�)BOECPPL�GPS�1SBDUJDJPOFST�	4BHF�1VCMJDBUJPOT�����
����



Lewin (1946) describes action research as a spiral set of actions, a “…circle of 
planning, executing…for the purpose of evaluating results [and] preparing [a] 
rational basis for planning”.36 The practitioner is able to address a problem, plan, 
BDU�SFnFDU�BOE�FWBMVBUF�UPXBSET�B�SFWJTFE�QMBO�

*O�UFSNT�PG�mMNNBLJOH�BDUJPO�SFTFBSDI�JT�BQQMJFE�BT�UIF�mMN�QSPHSFTTFT�
from one stage to the next; from preproduction (research, writing the script, 
storyboarding, reconnaissance, technical experiments, mock-ups), to production 
(shooting, recording foley and audio), and postproduction (pick-up shoots, 
NVTJD�BOE�FEJUJOH
��#FDBVTF�mMNNBLJOH�JT�PGUFO�VOQSFEJDUBCMF�BOE�nFYJCMF�
especially in documentary, the stages often overlap and are different for each 
project.

To illustrate how action research plays out in different ways in my projects I will 
CSJFnZ�JMMVTUSBUF�JUT�BQQMJDBUJPO�JO�UXP�PG�UIF�EPDVNFOUBSJFT�

Saranggola

*�CFHBO�UIJT�JORVJSZ�CZ�UBLJOH�NZ�DBNFSB�JOUP�UIF�mFME��*�XBT�SFNFNCFSJOH�IPX�
as a child on the streets of Manila my friends and I made kites out of recycled 
material. I wandered randomly around a poor area of the city and eventually 
found a young boy. I asked if he knew how to make a kite, and when he said 
iZFTw�*�BTLFE�IJN�JG�*�DPVME�mMN�IJN�EPJOH�TP��

5IVT�AQMBOOJOH��XBT�JOnVFODFE�CZ�MPDBUJPO�CVU�BMTP�SFTQPOTJWF�UP�PQQPSUVOJUZ��
Accordingly, I had my camera, I knew the subject I wanted to document and 
I found a location where such an event was likely to occur. As the boy ran off 
to locate materials and friends, I followed with my camera in hand, recording 
FWFOUT�BT�UIFZ�VOGPMEFE��*O�UIJT�QIBTF�BDUJPO�PCTFSWBUJPO�BOE�SFnFDUJPO�XFSF�
not discrete linear processes but integrated and responsive. I saw, recorded, 
SFnFDUFE�BOE�SF�SFDPSEFE�BT�QBSU�PG�BO�POHPJOH�SFTQPOTF�UP�XIBU�XBT�VOGPMEJOH�
in front of me. This cycle continued in post-production phases of the project as 
*�EFWFMPQFE�SPVHI�DVUT�BEKVTUFE�DMJQT�BOE�SFmOFE�QBDJOH�VOUJM�*�XBT�TBUJTmFE�
with the result.
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36�,VSU�-FXJO�i"DUJPO�3FTFBSDI���.JOPSJUZ�1SPCMFNTw�+PVSOBM�PG�4PDJBM�*TTVFT���OP����	����
�
34-46.



5IF�JOJUJBM�GPPUBHF�GPS�UIJT�mMN�XBT�TIPU�JO�'FCSVBSZ�������"O�FBSMZ�FEJU�XBT�
developed for a special competition by NFFTY with Expedia37 so it could 
showcase their motto, ‘Find Yours’38��)PXFWFS�*�XBT�OPU�TBUJTmFE�XJUI�UIF�
result and the work was re-edited during January 2013 so that it might be more 
TVJUBCMF�GPS�TIPSU�mMN�GFTUJWBMT��4IPSUMZ�BGUFS�JUT�DPNQMFUJPO�*�XFOU�CBDL�UP�UIF�
1IJMJQQJOFT�TP�*�DPVME�mOE�UIF�TBNF�DIJMESFO�BOE�TIPPU�Tumbang Preso.

Tumbang Preso

In this documentary I had more control and preparation time. At the outset, I 
began planning using a rough outline treatment.39 Thus in this project, planning 
was initially less location-responsive. However, to assist with my thinking I 
FOUFSFE�UIF�mFME�BOE�TQFOU�UJNF�UBMLJOH�XJUI�BOE�PCTFSWJOH�UIF�DIJMESFO�PO�UIF�
street.40 As a result, new ideas and impressions took form and the treatment was 
SFDPOTJEFSFE��"HBJO�JO�UIJT�QSPKFDU�BDUJPO�PCTFSWBUJPO�BOE�SFnFDUJPO�QIBTFT�
were not discrete but fused. I recorded the children playing tumbang preso41 to 
get a feeling of what issues might surface for me as the project developed. 
*�SFnFDUFE�PO�UIJT�NBUFSJBM�BOE�SFQMBOOFE�NZ�BQQSPBDI�UP�UIF�mMNJOH�TP�*�
was in a better position to anticipate technical and logistical issues that might 
potentially arise.
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37 The competition was held by NFFTY (National Film Festival for Talented Youth) with Expedia, an 

online travel agency.

38 In Saranggola’s case it was ‘Find Your Dream.’

39�"�AUSFBUNFOU��JO�mMN�JT�OPU�B�TDSJQU��*U�JT�OPSNBMMZ�B�TUFQ�CZ�TUFQ�OBSSBUJWF�EFTJHO�UIBU�PQFSBUFT�BT�
a draft document.

40 The projects followed normal professional procedures regarding ethics and consent. Thus

participants were given professional release forms and the project was carefully explained to 

them. For participants under the age of eighteen, parents, caregivers or guardians were

approached and provided written consent after having explained to them the subject of the

EPDVNFOUBSZ�BOE�IPX�UIF�NBUFSJBM�XPVME�CF�VTFE��5IF�DPOTFOU�GPSNT�BSF�UIPTF�VTFE�JO�UIF�mFME�
by the University when working with documentary material.

41 Tumbang Preso (translated as ‘jailbreak’) is a street game in the Philippines where players

attempt to topple down a tin can which is guarded by an ‘it’. The game is further explained in the 

appendices.



Figure 5. Joseph De Guzman, The Bridge, Tumbang Preso, 2013. The picture is an example of an 
idea that came up during production. When I asked the children to take me to their school, they 
showed me the bridge where they played ‘slides’. This was material later added to the script.

0ODF�*�IBE�NPTU�PG�UIF�NBUFSJBM�*�SFnFDUFE�PO�XIBU�XBT�HBUIFSFE�BOE�MPDBUFE�B�
GFX�NJOPS�CFBUT�UIBU�XFSF�NJTTJOH��*O�mMN�UIFTF�BSF�TPNFUJNFT�DBMMFE�AQJDL�VQT���
5IVT�BT�B�DPOTFRVFODF�PG�SFnFDUJPO�PO�NBUFSJBM�*�OPUFE�NJTTJOH�FMFNFOUT�BOE�
SF�FOUFSFE�B�DZDMF�PG�OFX�BDUJPO�	SFDPSEJOH
�PCTFSWBUJPO�BOE�SFnFDUJPO��
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Figure 6. Joseph De Guzman, Production Stills, Tumbang Preso, 2013.

"T�XJUI�4BSBOHHPMB�JO�UIJT�mMN�B�QSPDFTT�PG�BDUJPO�BOE�SFnFDUJPO�PQFSBUFE�
UISPVHIPVU�UIF�QPTU�QSPEVDUJPO�QIBTFT�PG�UIF�JORVJSZ��)PXFWFS�XIFSF�SFnFDUJPO�
JO�UIF�mFME�UFOEFE�UP�CF�JOUFSOBM42 during postproduction of both works, I also 
TPVHIU�FYUFSOBM�GFFECBDL��#FDBVTF�CPUI�mMNT�CBMBODF�UIF�MZSJDBM�XJUI�UIF�
documentary I chose to seek feedback on the communicative clarity of iterations 
of the work. To do this I used informal focus groups43 made up of directors, 
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42�#FDBVTF�TIPPUJOH�B�EPDVNFOUBSZ�SFMJFT�PO�B�DFSUBJO�MFWFM�PG�JNNFEJBDZ�*�OFFEFE�UP�SFnFDU�VQPO�
and respond to material very quickly. However, there were times when the children told me

TPNFUIJOH�UIBU�BDUJWBUFE�B�OFX�LJOE�PG�FYQFSJNFOU��5IVT�XIJMF�SFnFDUJPO�NBZ�CF�TFFO�BT
QSJNBSJMZ�JOUFSOBM�JU�XBT�BMTP�JOnVFODFE�CZ�UIF�BHFODJFT�PG�UIF�FOWJSPONFOU�BOE�UIF�QFPQMF�XJUI�
whom I was working. 

43�"�GPDVT�HSPVQ�OPSNBMMZ�JOWPMWFT�B�TFMFDUFE�OVNCFS�PG�QFPQMF�XIP�BSF�BTLFE�GPS�UIFJS�PQJOJPOT�
and attitudes towards the investigated subject. In this case it was the clarity of the documentary 

narratives I was developing.



FEJUPST�DPMMFBHVFT�BOE�TVQFSWJTPST��5IFJS�SFnFDUJPOT�BOE�DSJUJRVF�QSPWFE�VTFGVM�
in identifying not only structural storytelling lapses but also technical issues. As 
a consequence, throughout the postproduction phase I was able to review and 
JNQSPWF�DIBOHFT�JO�UIF�XPSL��"MUIPVHI�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�KVSJFT�PGmDJBMMZ�TFMFDUFE�
work in this thesis, their engagement with the texts cannot be seen as a form of 
QFFS�SFWJFX�CFDBVTF�BU�UIF�UJNF�PG�TFMFDUJPO�UIF�mMNT�XFSF�BMSFBEZ�DPNQMFUFE�
EFTJHOT��5IF�FYDFQUJPO�UP�UIJT�XBT�4BSBOHHPMB�XIJDI�XFOU�UISPVHI�TJHOJmDBOU�
SFmOFNFOUT�BGUFS�JUT�JOJUJBM�TFMFDUJPO�BOE�TDSFFOJOH�BU�UIF�/''5:�&YQFEJB�
competition (2012). This was because (despite its recognition) I wasn’t happy 
with aspects of the editing and structure.

Conclusion

In this thesis I have employed an integration of heuristic inquiry and action 
research because both enable a research design that is responsive to the 
EJWFSTF�OFFET�PG�UIF�QSPKFDU��.BLJOH�UIF�mMNT�SFRVJSFE�FYQFSJNFOUJOH�XJUI�
BOE�SFmOJOH�JEFBT�UIBU�XFSF�TPVSDFE�GSPN�NZ�DVMUVSBM�QBTU��5IFTF�BQQSPBDIFT�
FOBCMFE�B�WBMJEJTBUJPO�PG�UIF�TVCKFDUJWF�DPNCJOFE�XJUI�B�DSJUJDBM�SFnFDUJPO�PO�
gathered data and emerging creative outcomes.
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Saranggola and Tumbang Preso are short, lyrical documentaries that, 
in presenting a form of social portraiture, draw structural and aesthetic 
DPOTJEFSBUJPOT�GSPN�UFMFWJTVBM�JOnVFODFT�PO�OBSSBUJWF��*O�EJTDVTTJOH�JEFBT�
impacting on their design it is useful to consider these works through four 
lenses. These are:

         • stylistic treatments of TVCs 
         • music video form and structure 
         • the short documentary as a type of social portraiture 
         • and the documentary as a lyrical form.

Stylistic Treatments of TVCs 

Although Young (2008) notes that Western TVCs are traditionally formatted as 
UFYUT�QMBZJOH�CFUXFFO�mGUFFO�BOE�TJYUZ�TFDPOET�UIJT�QSPKFDU�IBT�CFFO�JOnVFODFE�
by a genre of advertising narrative that has surfaced in Asian television. These 
extended narrative advertisements are often emotionally intense, visually lyrical, 
and normally deal with narrative trajectories that move through aspiration, 
DPOnJDU�BOE�USJVNQI��"MUIPVHI�UIF�TUPSJFT�BSF�PGUFO�FEJUFE�JO�B�NBOOFS�
reminiscent of music video, they are used for the promotion of companies like 
banks, or to sell products as diverse as shampoo and rice.

A consideration of three of these texts is helpful in highlighting approaches 
UP�TUSVDUVSF�BOE�BFTUIFUJD�WBMVFT�UIBU�IBWF�JOnVFODFE�NZ�XPSL��Chrysalis 
	4PSOTSJXJDIBJ�����
�SFMBUFT�JO�GPVS�NJOVUFT�BOE�UISFF�TFDPOET�UIF�mDUJPOBM�
story of a deaf girl aspiring to play the violin in a competition. The lyrical nature 
of its portraiture is achieved through artful intercutting between the music and 
the social defeats of the protagonist. This results in an escalation leading to a 
climax that is as much narrative as it is stylistic. The work is closely cut and this 
becomes more emphasised as it drives towards its climax. 

                                           
                      C r i t i c a l  I d e a s
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Panyee FC (Devine, 2011) is designed as a lyrical documentary portrait. It 
JT�mWF�NJOVUFT�BOE�mGUFFO�TFDPOET�JO�MFOHUI��*U�UFMMT�UIF�USVF�TUPSZ�PG�B�HSPVQ�
of boys from a small village built on water, who aspire to form a football team 
and compete nationally. The work uses a single ‘voice-over’ that is prominent 
throughout. The speaker is never seen but we know that he is one of the 
boys. Its naive, perfunctory narration is contrasted with the highly lyrical and 
emotionally edited narrative. Accordingly, the pacing of the edit accompanies 
the dramatic tension, getting faster as it ascends emotionally, and slower as it 
descends. The work transitions into historical documentary footage towards the 
end to show how the team and the village advanced after the original event.

Finally, in the poignant The Reunion Sek Fan (Isaac, 2012) we see the dissonant 
relationship between a father and his rebellious son. In three minutes and ten 
seconds the work explores the breakdown of a traditional family unit and its 
reuniting through reconsiderations of responsibility and love. Like most television 
commercials, the narrative pace is rapid with tight cuts between scenes that 
UFOE�UP�CF�WFSZ�TQFDJmD�JO�UIFJS�DPOUFOU�BOE�QVSQPTF��&NPUJPOBMMZ�UIF�XPSL�JT�
also tightly cut so there is little time for respite from its emotional turbulence 
and euphoric triumphs. Like Noe Kuremoto (Brother, 2012), the text contains 
a voice over but this is extra-diegetic because it does not belong to any of the 
DIBSBDUFST�JO�UIF�TUPSZ��4USVDUVSBMMZ�UIF�mMN�DVUT�CBDL�BOE�GPSXBSE�BDSPTT�UJNF�
to create a lyrical consideration of family dynamics that are woven into a simple 
narrative of aspiration and triumph.

These extended narrative TVCs employ rapid, rhythmic editing and have musical 
soundtracks that emphasise emotional shifts in the narrative. They all present 
FNPUJPOBMMZ�TJNQMJmFE�TUPSJFT�UIBU�FTDBMBUF�RVJDLMZ�CFDBVTF�UIFJS�SPMF�JT�OPU�UP�
deal with subtlety but to communicate an idea and an emotional response to it 
(aspiration and euphoria realised through the triumph of the protagonist). The 
texts all present social narratives that begin with an exposition, develop through 
adversity, then climax and resolve (with the brand identity synchronising with 
the emotional resolution of the narrative). In these stories, the characters’ goals 
and impediments are established early in the text. Their narrative trajectories are 
singular, simply drawn, and focused on struggle and aspiration.

5IF�JNQBDU�PG�UIFTF�XPSLT�PO�NZ�mMNT�DBO�CF�TFFO�JO�UIFJS�TJNJMBS�UJNF�GSBNFT�
compressed editing style, and in their hybrid nature.44

44 By this I mean their approach of integrating devices borrowed from other media forms like

DJOFNB�NVTJD�WJEFP�TIPSU�mMN�BOE�EPDVNFOUBSZ�
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Music Video Form and Structure

Jones (1988) describes music videos as “cohesive but not coherent. They do 
not necessarily rely on a linear, chronologically based system of storytelling. 
Information is provided in pieces, rather than presented as a whole.”45 This often 
gives these texts a dreamlike quality. In this regard, the videos often emphasise 
the experimental, lyrical or abstract. As a consequence, the viewer is sometimes 
engaged in a search for meaning as they try to make sense of what they are 
seeing.

Certain music videos contain coherent sequences of linear narrative that are 
often disrupted by extradiegetic46 episodes of performance by the recording 
artists (Outside, Arnell, 1998; Stranger in Moscow, Brandt, 1996; "MM�*�8BOU�
Is You, Meiert, 1989; and Papa Don’t Preach, Foley 1986). Here a normally 
chronological arc is intersected by cutaways to a performer who appears 
outside or tangential to the narrative. On the other hand a video like Haru 

Haru (Cha, 2008) has its performers singing and acting out the narrative 
simultaneously.

On a more complex level, music videos that use stories sometimes oscillate 
between two parallel narratives. This is evidenced in works like Hall of Fame 
(Lader, 2012). Here two unrelated characters momentarily pass on the same 
street. Both the young boxer and the ballet dancer aspire to achieve excellence 
JO�UIFJS�SFTQFDUJWF�mFMET�EFTQJUF�QIZTJDBM�MJNJUBUJPOT��"MUIPVHI�UIF�WJEFP�NBLFT�
conventional cuts to the performing band, it also offers condensed comparative 
portraits of its protagonists. These portraits are graded in a subtly desaturated, 
cool pallete that emphasises the austerity of the character’s environments. The 
work is tightly edited so a complex comparison between two complete stories is 
EFMJWFSFE�JO�UISFF�NJOVUFT�BOE�mGUZ�GPVS�TFDPOET�

Similarly, Not Giving In (Cole, 2012) is a music video set in the slums of the 
Philippines. It tells the story of two brothers living in the same poor conditions but 
having different aspirations. One wants to be a dancer and the other is caught 
up in the drug scene. Their different paths are compared through crosscutting. 
The stories climax in an intercut where the dancer falls during a dance off at a 
party and the other brother falls but as a consequence of being shot. Unlike Hall 

of Fame (2012) there are no cutaways to the performing artist.

45�4UFWF�+POFT�i$PIFTJWF�CVU�OPU�DPIFSFOU��.VTJD�WJEFPT�OBSSBUJWF�BOE�DVMUVSFw�1PQVMBS�.VTJD���
Society 12, no. 4 (1988): 15-29, 20.

46 The term is used by Genette (1980) to refer to narration that occurs outside of the world

	EJFHFTJT
�PG�UIF�TUPSZ��(FOFUUF�(��/BSSBUJWF�%JTDPVSTF��"O�&TTBZ�JO�.FUIPE�	$PSOFMM�6OJWFSTJUZ�
Press, 1980).
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In both of these works we see the use of dual narratives. Each story is in 
rhythmic discourse not only with the music but also with its parallel story. To 
achieve this, the narratives are kept simple and chronologically linear. They 
escalate at parallel rates and occupy similar proportions of narrative space in 
UIF�mMN��*O�CPUI�WJEFPT�UIF�UIFNF�PG�BTQJSBUJPO�JT�NBEF�JODSFBTJOHMZ�FYQMJDJU��
We identify similar trajectories in videos like these that follow a simple path from 
destitution (emotional or physical), to aspiration, into failure, into regrouping and 
mOBMMZ�UISPVHI�UP�USJVNQI�	PS�SFEFNQUJPO
��-JLF�NPTU�NVTJD�WJEFP�Not Giving In 
and Hall of Fame develop their narratives via a soundtrack comprising a single 
piece of music.

*OnVFODF�PO�NZ�XPSL

#PUI�PG�NZ�mMNT�FNQMPZ�UJHIUMZ�DVU�TFRVFODFT�UIBU�UFOE�UP�GPDVT�PO�TQFDJmD�
detail rather than ask us to dwell in a cinematic contemplation of place (Ellis, 
1992). The informational values of the images are direct but quickly exhausted.

Structurally Saranggola uses a linear narrative played out across the 
performance of a single song.47 It uses a simple storyline that escalates 
emotionally and reaches euphoria in the closing frames. We encounter a 
world that references the hyperreal encodements48 of documentary footage 
and reality television. Here the camera is not stable but moves in a chase for 
information. We sense a kind of authenticity through an encounter with the 
nFFUJOH�JNNFEJBUF��5IJT�BQQSPBDI�JT�WFSZ�FWJEFOU�JO�GSBDUVSFE�OBSSBUJWF�WJEFPT�
like Arnell’s Outside (1998) that intersperses surveillance footage with references 
to the story of the arrest of George Michael in 1998.

Structurally Saranggola contains a single, linear arc. Similar to narrative music 
videos it compresses its story and escalates action and emotion towards a 
SFEFNQUJPO�PS�USJVNQI�	UIBU�PDDVST�JO�UIF�DMPTJOH�TFRVFODF�PG�UIF�mMN
��*UT�
arc is very simple; its information is closely cropped and devoid of complex 

47 ‘Morning Wanderer’ by Olive Musique.

48 Goldman and Papson (1994) suggest that hyperreal encodement in television emphasises the 

presence of the camera. Hyperreal encodement connotes a heightened sense of unmediated 

reality. We see this in the shaky movement of footage where we encounter a world not through the 

human eye but through the limitations of a camera held awkwardly as it seeks to capture what is 

equally unstable.

3PCFSU�(PMENBO�BOE�4UFQIFO�1BQTPO�i"EWFSUJTJOH�JO�UIF�BHF�PG�IZQFSTJHOJmDBUJPOw�5IFPSZ
$VMUVSF���4PDJFUZ��	����
��������
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EFUBJM��5IF�mMN�UFMMT�JUT�TUPSZ�JO�UXP�NJOVUFT�BOE�GPSUZ�TFDPOET��-JLF�NBOZ�NVTJD�
WJEFPT�JU�IBT�OP�TJHOJmDBOU�EJBMPHVF��5IF�TPVOEUSBDL�JT�EPNJOBOU�UISPVHIPVU�
and images are edited in relation to the rhythm of the music. Slow motion, a 
stylistic characteristic of many music videos, is employed during dramatic beats 
XIFO�UIF�CPZT�SFKPJDF�CZ�KVNQJOH�VQ�BOE�EPXO�BT�UIF�LJUF�nJFT�BOE�XIFO�UIF�
protagonist looks up at it with a sense of achievement in the closing (triumphant) 
shot.

Figure 7. Joseph De Guzman, The Children Rejoice, Saranggola, 2013.

Figure 8. Joseph De Guzman, The Closing Shot, Saranggola, 2013.
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Tumbang Preso on the other hand borrows from the more abstract nature of 
music videos. It does not follow a chronological timeline but oscillates between 
past and future events. The divisions between these are deliberately unclear. 
This technique is closer to the structure of narrative videos like Bernard’s (1984) 
Small Town Boy where we initially encounter an enigmatic train ride that turns 
out to be the end of a narrative that we eventually realise we have encountered 
through retrospection.

Much the same as narrative music videos and TVCs Tumbang Preso is also 
accompanied by a single song,49�IPXFWFS�UIF�mMN�DPOUBJOT�TPNF�JOUSBEJFHFUJD�
sound.50 Identical to television narratives, shots are tightly cropped and contain 
B�TQFDJmD�QJFDF�PG�JOGPSNBUJPO�	OPSNBMMZ�B�TJOHVMBS�NPWFNFOU
��-JLF�Saranggola 
the documentary also utilises hyperreal encodement. The shaky camera and 
‘realistic’ colour grade are employed to reference the immediacy of a street shot 
documentary. These techniques emphasise the unsophisticated world of the 
story and also serve to underscore a certain innocence or lack of affectation in 
the story.

While Tumbang Preso is aspirational, its theme is subtly undermined by constant 
reference to the lack of opportunity in a world constrained by poverty. The joy 
and dreaming are there, but shots are constructed antithetically so we see the 
CPZ�T�XPSME�UISPVHI�CBST�XJSFT�nBUOFTT�BOE�EFDBZ�

Figure 9. Joseph De Guzman, Suggestive Shots, Tumbang Preso, 2013. Compositions suggesting 
‘being behind bars.’

49 The song is a recorded piece of indigenous music in the Philippines played by natives.

50 Sound emanating from the lived environment of the characters in the documentary. This

technique is also evidenced in videos like Chrysalis (2008), Panyee FC (2011) and Sek Fan 

(2012).
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Figure 10. Joseph De Guzman, Stylistic Compositions, Tumbang Preso, 2013. Shots composed as 
lacking depth. 

Unlike Saranggola, Tumbang Preso does not present a linear narrative. Not all 
shots and scenes are connected sequentially through cause and effect. Instead 
UIFZ�PTDJMMBUF�CFUXFFO�QBSBMMFM�OBSSBUJWFT��5IF�mSTU�JT�UIF�TUPSZ�PG�CPZT�QMBZJOH�
a game in the street. The second is a journey through their world that draws 
attention to its poverty. This second narrative is voiced over by a boy telling us of 
his dreams.

Similar to many music videos that condense narrative, Tumbang Preso elides 
time by skipping moments. Jump cuts are employed to compress long 
observational footage. This technique is seen in the opening of Not Giving In 
(2012) and more prominently in the narrative music video Haru Haru (2008), 
where single actions are shown from diverse camera angles. This technique 
produces the visual variety Burton (2000) discusses as indicative of television, 
and results in a seemingly energetic and faster pace of narrative progression.

The Short Documentary as Social Portraiture

*�TFF�NZ�UXP�mMNT�BT�B�GPSN�PG�ATPDJBM�QPSUSBJUVSF���*�IBWF�CPSSPXFE�UIF�UFSN�
from Emtman’s (2009) discussion of the art of capturing a social moment in 
QIPUPHSBQIZ�BOE�*�BEBQU�JU�UP�EFmOF�B�GPSN�PG�EPDVNFOUBSZ�mMNNBLJOH�

The word portrait comes from the Latin word prǀtrahǀ, meaning to bring to light, 
discover, disclose, reveal, expose or portray.51 Wilson (2012) suggests that the 

51�i1SPUSBIPw�8JLUJPOBSZ�BDDFTTFE�"VHVTU���������IUUQ���FO�XJLUJPOBSZ�PSH�XJLJ�QSPUSBIP�-BUJO
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mMNJD�QPSUSBJU�iOPU�POMZ�DBQUVSFT�CVU�BMTP�EJTQMBZT�FYQSFTTJPO�QFSTPOBMJUZ�BOE�
the mood of its subject.”52 Building upon Emtman’s discussions, he notes that 
“the social portrait serves as a cultural recording of an idea... it is not an object 
but a context dislocated from its temporal origin. It considers an individual or 
group in a social environment where both the subject and setting constitute an 
integrated study.”53 He suggests that such texts operate not as a ‘slice of life’ but 
as “mediated incursions into lived moments”.54 Here the documenter frames and 
edits an event to communicate his or her understanding of it. Such portraiture is 
therefore subjective and sometimes storied because it presents a narration of a 
social situation.

Because social portraiture is subjective, the nature of the documenter is 
embedded in the text. We see the world through his eyes. The lyricism of the 
text is related to his lyricism. We are not witnessing the world as an objective 
recording, but watching his response to what he encounters. The social portait 
as documentary is therefore not an impartial body of data but a constructed 
QJDUVSF�EFMJCFSBUFMZ�BTTFNCMFE�BOE�JOGVTFE�XJUI�UIF�mMNNBLFS�T�WBMVFT�
aesthetic bias, sense of rhythm, emphasis, and visual voice.55 As such it might 
be understood as concurrently a social and a self-portrait.

-JLF�TIPSU�mMN�UIF�TPDJBM�QPSUSBJU�NBZ�GPDVT�PO�UIF�FYQMPSBUJPO�PG�B�TJOHMF�
UPQJD�JEFB�PS�DPOnJDU�UIBU�DBO�CF�USBDFE�GSPN�JODFQUJPO�UP�DMJNBY�UISPVHI�
UP�SFTPMVUJPO�	$PXHJMM�����
��-JLF�TIPSU�mDUJPO�mMN�TIPSU�EPDVNFOUBSJFT�BSF�
also orchestrated. However, this is done differently in the sense that narrative 
arcs are primarily constructed in postproduction. What is initially recorded is 
generally responsive to what is encountered (although themes and ideas might 
BDDPNQBOZ�UIF�mMNNBLFS�JOUP�TIPPUT
��5XP�TIPSU�EPDVNFOUBSZ�QPSUSBJUT�POF�
about a sword maker and the other about a helicopter builder illustrate this point.

Fukunaga’s The Sword Maker (2013) is a portrait of Korehira Watanabe, one of 
the last Japanese swordsmiths. He is shown making swords while talking about 
his craft and his struggle to pass on his passion to a younger generation. While 
UIF�EPDVNFOUBSZ�nPXT�JO�B�DPIFSFOU�NBOOFS�UIJT�JT�OPU�UIF�PSEFS�JO�XIJDI�JU�XBT�
mMNFE��4JNJMBSMZ�JO�#BTUJBO�T�Everything is Incredible (2011), we are introduced 
to a disabled man, Agustin, who has been building a helicopter for the past 53 
ZFBST��8F�MFBSO�BCPVU�IJN�CPUI�UISPVHI�IJT�SFDPSEFE�SFnFDUJPOT�BOE�UISPVHI�

52 Grant Wilson, The Filmic Portrait (Edinburgh: Constall Press, 2012), 135.

53 Wilson, 135.

54 Wilson, 135.

55 Indicative of this is my natural treatment of colour. In contrast to some TVCs and most music 

WJEFPT�XIJDI�IBWF�WFSZ�OPUJDFBCMF�BOE�TUZMJTUJD�DPMPVS�HSBEFT�NZ�mMNT�FYIJCJU�MJUUMF�DPMPVS
manipulation and remain close to their raw state. Only slight adjustments are made to the shadows 

and highlights so the pictures suggest a greater sense of depth.
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comments made by people who know him. Thus the portrait is a composite. 
We encounter a man depicted through many lenses. Each element in the portrait 
is edited and positioned so it becomes part of a picture that is both multifaceted 
BOE�TVCKFDUJWF�	CFDBVTF�JUT�FNQIBTFT�BSF�UIPTF�PG�UIF�mMNNBLFS
��/FJUIFS�PG�
UIFTF�QPSUSBJU�EPDVNFOUBSJFT�VUJMJTFT�DPOnJDU�SFTPMVUJPO�BT�B�TUZMJTUJD�EFWJDF��
Instead, a sense of closure is achieved when we are given an idea of what might 
happen in the subject’s future.

However, some short documentary portraits adopt approaches that employ 
UIF�ESBNBUJD�DMJNBYJOH�BSDT�PG�TIPSU�mMN��Noe Kuremoto (Brother, 2012) paints 
the portrait of an aspiring female boxer as she voice-overs a discussion about 
IFS�USBJOJOH��5IF�XPSL�DMJNBYFT�XJUI�B�mHIU�GPS�XIJDI�TIF�JT�QSFQBSJOH��I Beat 

Mike Tyson (2013) does something similar as we follow Kevin McBride in his 
lead up to a boxing match that may constitute his career comeback. However, 
these portraits, while structured using acceleration towards a climax, are less 
dramatically and emotionally intense than the TVC portraits discussed earlier. 
Their social portraiture is more subtle and multifaceted. They also tend to be 
MFTT�UJHIUMZ�FEJUFE�TP�XF�BSF�HJWFO�TQBDF�UP�SFnFDU�VQPO�XIBU�JT�CFJOH�TBJE��
Unlike the TVC portraits, these documentaries were not made for television; 
accordingly we see them less shaped by its conventions. However, the works 
do pursue a single idea and present studies of socially considered individuals 
in comparatively short timeframes.56 They also clearly seek to capture Emtman’s 
(2009) ‘social moment’. 

Another prominent characteristic in these portrait documentaries is the presence 
of monologues or voice-overs. For example, in The Roper (2013) we learn about 
,FOESJDL�BT�IF�TIBSFT�IJT�ESFBN�PG�BDIJFWJOH�B�QMBDF�JO�UIF�SPEFP�mOBMT�JO�-BT�
Vegas. In this work, visuals are split into sections and not all are connected by 
cause and effect. This is because they are edited to accompany information 
provided by the speaker. Thus the portrait is constructed from both mediated 
and unmediated footage.57

If we understand that the social portrait is subjectively constructed and may 
orchestrate a number of devices, both to focus its narrative and to construct an 
integration of subject and setting, it is useful at this point to consider the nature 
PG�UIF�mMNNBLFS�T�WPJDF�BT�B�MZSJDBM�FYQSFTTJPO�

56�"NPOH�(JBOUT�	$SFTDJ�����
�o���NJOT����TFD
I Beat Mike Tyson (Weinstein, 2013) – 12mins 41 sec

Everything is Incredible (Bastian, 2011) – 10mins 5sec

"NBS�	)JOUPO�����
�o��NJOT���TFD
The Roper (McNicol and Sandilands, 2013) – 6mins 9sec

Noe Kuremoto (Brother, 2012) – 6min 4sec

Sword Maker (Fukunaga, 2013) – 3mins 57sec

Reindeer (Weber, 2011) – 3mins

57 Tumbang Preso adopts the same approach as it also employs the use of a voiceover. It is also 

similar to the TVC Panyee FC (2011) in that the voiceover is scripted but based on facts. However, 

in Tumbang Preso no actors are used as the subject himself provides the voiceover. The visuals 

BSF�FEJUFE�UP�BDDPNNPEBUF�UIF�WPJDFPWFS�XIJDI�BDUT�BT�UIF�QSJNBSZ�BHFOU�JO�UIF�mMN�T�OBSSBUJWF�
progression.
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Lyrical Documentary

One might argue that a documentary becoming lyrical in nature renders it 
an unreliable representation of the real world. In this regard, Bruzzi (2006) 
suggests that it is best to accept that documentary can “never be the real 
world, the camera can never capture life as it would have unraveled had it 
not interfered, and the results of this collision between apparatus and subject 
are what constitutes a documentary.”58 In other words, she suggests that 
even if an approach might move towards the lyrical or metaphorical, this need 
not compromise any problematically held premise that ‘true’ documentary is 
objective.

Nichols’ (1991) poetic mode allows for the exploration of visual and auditory 
images, allowing the viewer to “… explore associations and patterns that 
involve temporal rhythms and spatial juxtapositions.”59 He argues that the 
designer/director of such texts might use images and sounds as metaphorical 
explorations in storytelling. In so doing, documentary might usefully reach into 
the lyrical and rhythmic in an attempt to effectively approach the ethos of its 
subject.

In terms of structure, Saranggola may be closely related to a narrative poem60 
whilst Tumbang Preso may be compared to a lyrical poem.61 Tumbang Preso is 
more abstract in that it does not tell an explicit story. It is structured so a child 
appears to be aimlessly speaking about whatever occurs to him in the moment.62 

58 Stella Bruzzi, New Documentary (Routledge, 2006), 7.

59 Nichols, 102.

60�"�OBSSBUJWF�QPFN�UFMMT�B�TUPSZ�XJUI�B�QMPU�QSFTFOUFE�BT�B�TFRVFODF�PG�FWFOUT��*UT�PSJHJOT�MJF�JO�
cultural narration and it includes diverse forms like the epic, ballad, and idyll.

61�"�MZSJDBM�QPFN�JT�OPO�OBSSBUJWF�BOE�FYQSFTTFT�QFSTPOBM�GFFMJOHT�BO�FNPUJPOBM�TUBUF�PS�TUBUF�PG�
mind. Its origins lie in structured verses that were sung to the accompaniment of a lyre. Its forms 

include the sonnet, ode, haiku, villanelle and elegy. 

62�"DDPSEJOHMZ�UIF�BDDPNQBOZJOH�WJTVBMT�BT�TJNQMF�BT�UIFZ�BSF�TFFN�SBOEPN�BT�XFMM��5IJT
apparent randomness is also indicative of certain experimental music videos.
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Traditionally lyrical poems were set to music63 and in this regard both Saranggola 

and Tumbang Preso may be framed as ‘lyrical’. However, this observation is 
POMZ�TVQFSmDJBM��$MJWF�4DPUU64 notes that lyrical works typically express personal 
or emotional feelings and are traditionally positioned in the present tense. Shaw 
(2003) notes that ‘lyric’ in literature of the medieval and Renaissance periods 
EFOPUFE�B�QPFN�XIPTF�QBSUJDVMBS�TUSVDUVSF�GVODUJPO�PS�UIFNF�XBT�OPU�TQFDJmFE��
#PUI�PG�NZ�mMNT�DPOGPSN�UP�UIFTF�DPOWFOUJPOBM�VOEFSTUBOEJOHT�PG�UIF�XPSE��
However, I use lyrical to also describe a certain stylistic approach to interfaces 
between image, sound and subject. 

"MUIPVHI�CPUI�mMNT�QSFTFOU�TPDJBM�QPSUSBJUT�BOE�CPUI�	JO�EJGGFSFOU�XBZT
�TVHHFTU�
TUPSJFT�BT�B�mMNNBLFS�*�VTF�TUZMJTUJD�EFWJDFT�UP�IFJHIUFO�UIF�QPFUJD�WPJDF�JO�UIF�
XPSL��*O�CPUI�mMNT�UIF�UIFNF�PG�BTQJSBUJPO�JT�QSFTFOUFE�UISPVHI�TZNCPMT�BOE�
metaphors. We can clearly see the children’s impediments to achieving their 
dreams. They are poor but poverty is not depicted as an abject or patronised 
condition. It is treated as an integrated aspect of daily life. There are no squalid 
beggars to elicit sympathy, boys use concrete bridges as slides, old plastic 
CBHT�nZ�UP�UIF�IFBWFOT�BOE�UIF�TBNF�TUSFFUT�UIBU�GPSN�FOWJSPONFOUT�GPS�DSJNF�
are the backdrop against which the delight of children’s games are played. The 
DIJMESFO�JO�UIFTF�mMNT�BSF�EFUFSNJOFE�QPTJUJWF�BOE�IPQFGVM��*O�Saranggola the 
kite serves as a metaphor for aspiration; the joy of mundane things when fed 
by imagination. In Tumbang Preso children talk about their dreams and these 
BSF�SFMBUFE�UP�B�HBNF��5IJT�NFUBQIPSJDBMMZ�QSFTFOUT�B�SFnFDUJPO�PO�JOOPDFODF�
and attitude. In a broader view, the game, ‘Jailbreak,’ suggests that everyone in 
the same social situation is playing this game in life; imprisoned by poverty and 
trying to get out. These themes are not didactic; they are designed to suggest. 

Movement (as editing and emphasis within frames) is designed to respond 
SIZUINJDBMMZ�UP�UIF�NVTJD�BDDPNQBOZJOH�UIF�mMNT��*O�UIJT�SFHBSE�UIF�mMNT�NBZ�
be described as traditionally lyrical. Although Rubin (1995) notes that lyrical 
devices such as metre, alliteration, and metaphor traditionally served as 
memory devices enabling bards to more easily recall content,65 in my work their 

63 Mary Lewis Shaw, The Cambridge Introduction to French Poetry (Cambridge University Press, 

2003), 39-40.

64 Clive Scott, Vers libre: the emergence of free verse in France 1886-1914 (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1990).

65 David C. Rubin, Memory in Oral Traditions. The Cognitive Psychology of Epic, Ballads, and 

Counting-out Rhymes. (Oxford University Press, 1995).
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FNQMPZNFOU�TFSWFT�JTTVFT�PG�DPOUJOVJUZ�BOE�FNQIBTJT��5IF�mMNT�DIBOHF�SIZUIN�
(metre) in response to action; we accelerate through streets and watch children’s 
games with the excitement, passion, and irregularity of play. The worlds allude 
(through metaphor) to social issues beneath the surface of the children’s games. 
%FWJDFT�MJLF�DPMPVS�GSBNJOH�BOE�UIF�UJNJOH�PG�TQFDJmD�TIPUT�BSF�SFQFBUFE��5IFZ�
alliterate… they are structured so they sound, move, or look similar… sequences 
of images are composed in analogous ways so we encounter a wholeness made 
up of grouped similarities. 

Conclusion

Both Saranggola and Tumbang Preso are experimental and may challenge 
audience expectations in terms of documentary viewing. In creating a social 
portrait, one might expect something more argumentative, or informed by 
JOUFSWJFX��#VU�UIF�mMNT�EP�OPU�GPMMPX�UIJT�DPOWFOUJPO��5IFZ�EPDVNFOU�TJNQMF�
things; social moments, aspirations and the excitement of lives lived on the 
streets of Manila. They are presented uniquely, using techniques that draw 
their inspiration from compressed television forms. As such they suggest that 
TUSVDUVSF�BOE�TUZMF�JO�EPDVNFOUBSZ�DBO�CF�TPNFUIJOH�nFYJCMF��5IFZ�QSPQPTF�
that, in discussing culturally located stories, a contemporary director might look 
beyond cinematic approaches into alternative, culturally (locally) constructed 
media forms. The extended Asian TVC, the short documentary and the narrative 
music video are three of these.
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This project has been practice-led. Here, new ideas have been discovered 
alongside new processes and ways of seeing. Accordingly, improvements and 
changes were constantly being made. Although Saranggola and Tumbang 

Preso�BSF�IFBWJMZ�JOnVFODFE�CZ�FYUFSOBM�FMFNFOUT�UIFJS�SPPUT�BSF�FNCFEEFE�JO�
the world in which I grew up as a child.

It is an expectation in academia that the postgraduate researcher should 
contribute to knowledge, rather than simply describe or resynthesise what exists. 
In this thesis I have taken a risk. Designing, contextulalising, and theorising a 
new form of documentary means that often one is working without the security of 
an established roadmap (or a prescribed theoretical context). One’s work draws 
into itself diverse observations and ideas. It seeks to understand, discuss, and 
generate something that has not (in its particular form) been presented.
 
Making these documentaries has allowed me to meet and learn about people 
on a personal level and has contributed to my understanding of the human 
condition (including my own). It has also enabled me to grow in expressing and 
VOEFSTUBOEJOH�NZTFMG�BT�B�mMNNBLFS�

But more than this, it is an aspiration. It is a reaching artistically and conceptually 
into the unknown in anticipation of something that does not yet exist. It is the 
drawing together of ideas and experiments in pursuit of a new whole.

It is hope.

Joseph De Guzman
October 2013
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Appendix 1: Saranggola (Kite)

Synopsis

Saranggola (the Filipino word for ‘kite’) tells the story of a group of children 
working together to make a kite. Despite their poverty, they are resourceful and 
determined. They remind us that when you aspire to achieve something, the sky 
is the limit.

Film Production Credits

Director / cinematographer / editor.……….…Joey De Guzman

Production Notes

4BSBOHHPMB�XBT�mMNFE�JO�UIF�TMVNT�PG�4BOUB�.FTB�.BOJMB�JO�UIF�1IJMJQQJOFT��
It was shot on the 11th of February 2012 and initially edited around May 
TQFDJmDBMMZ�GPS�B�DPNQFUJUJPO�GPS�&YQFEJB��*U�XBT�UIFO�SF�FEJUFE�BOE�DPNQMFUFE�
during January 2013. The work was shot on a Canon 550D at 25 frames per 
second. Intradiegetic sound was recorded in-camera.

5IF�mMN�XBT�FEJUFE�JO�'JOBM�$VU�9�XJUI�BO�BTQFDU�SBUJP�PG�������"�MFUUFSCPY�XBT�
added to make it 2.35:1 (Cinemascope). Screening formats include a secure 
onlinescreener and DVD PAL (Region 0 / Multizone).

Festivals

0GmDJBM�4FMFDUJPO�JO�DPNQFUJUJPO�'SFTIMZ�4RVFF[FE�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�4UVEFOU�4IPSU�
Film Festival, Dublin, Ireland

0GmDJBM�4FMFDUJPO�-JUUMF�BOE�4IPSU�4IOJU�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�4IPSU�'JMN�'FTUJWBM�#FSO�
Switzerland

                                           
                      A p p e n d i c e s
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Figure 11. Joseph De Guzman, Film Festivals, Saranggola, 2013.

Director’s Notes

*�WF�BMXBZT�IBE�UIF�JEFB�UP�mMN�B�LJE�NBLJOH�B�LJUF�BOE�nZJOH�JU��5IF�mMN�XBT�B�
spontaneous event. I was waiting around the area for some singers because 
I was going to shoot their music video. They came four hours late. During that 
time I wandered around and stumbled upon a boy. I asked him if he could make 
B�LJUF��)F�UPME�NF�FOUIVTJBTUJDBMMZ�UIBU�IF�DPVME�BOE�*�QSPDFFEFE�UP�mMN�BT�IF�
ran off to gather his friends.

"MUIPVHI�BU�mSTU�*�EPVCUFE�XIFUIFS�JU�XPVME�XPSL�UIF�DIJMESFO�QSPWFE�NF�XSPOH�
BT�UIF�LJUF�nFX�IJHI��*�XBT�BTUPVOEFE�CZ�UIFJS�DMFWFSOFTT�BOE�SFTPVSDFGVMOFTT��
*O�UIF�mMN�*�DBQUVSF�UIFJS�FOUIVTJBTUJD�BUUJUVEFT�UIFJS�EFUFSNJOBUJPO�BOE�
teamwork. The kite becomes a symbol for aspiration.
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Appendix 2: Tumbang Preso (Jailbreak)

Synopsis

Clarence shares his and his friends’ aspirations and plays their favorite game, 
tumbang preso - a game of arrests and escapes where each player’s life 
chances depend on the toppling of a tin can watched by a ‘tag’ who plays 
guard.

Film Production Credits

Cast
Clarence Silvestre
Charles Silvestre
Jay-Ar Saavedra
Reynald Mercado
Raymond Opeza

Crew
Director / cinematographer / editor….……….…Joey De Guzman
Production assistant……....Carmina Agbayani (my mother)

Director’s Notes

A year after shooting Saranggola, I went back to the same place and sought out 
the same children for this new project. This time however, I spent time with them 
so I got to know them better.

Because my project was about aspiration, I asked them what they wanted to be 
when they grew up. It just so happened that I found a connection between their 
favorite game, tumbang preso, and one of the boys’ dreams. Clarence, the main 
subject, wanted to be a policeman, describing him as the guy who protects and 
catches the bad guys. The ‘tag’ in the game does the same thing - he guards 
the tin can and tries to catch the guys who try and topple it.

"T�$MBSFODF�TUBUFT�JO�UIF�mMN�UIF�HBNF�EPFT�OPU�SFBMMZ�FOE�BT�UIFSF�BSF�OP�
winners and losers. It only stops when you want to stop, and the boys cease 
playing because they are tired or have to go home because it is dark. In a 
broader view, the game of tumbang preso operates as a metaphor for people in 
a social situation where occupational dreams don’t come easily. They must strive 
and ‘jailbreak’ their way out of poverty… and not give up.

*O�UIF�mMN�*�USZ�UP�DBQUVSF�UIF�JOOPDFODF�PG�UIFTF�DIJMESFO�JO�SFMBUJPO�UP�UIFJS�
aspirations. Although they know what they want to be when they grow up, they 
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are still very young and just want to play games after school. Responsibility and 
work are the last things on their mind. They are not aware of their social class 
and how much of an obstacle it will become. Just like in the game, they must 
‘jailbreak’ out of this world in order to be successful. When they play the game, 
they are enthusiastic but also very focused. I believe that this attitude may carry 
them forward in life.

Production Notes

Tumbang Preso�XBT�BMTP�mMNFE�JO�UIF�TMVNT�PG�4BOUB�.FTB�.BOJMB�JO�UIF�
Philippines. It was shot in February 2013 using a Canon 60D at 24 frames per 
second. Sound was recorded with an H1 Zoom recorder as well as in-camera. 
It was edited in Adobe Premiere and After Effects with an aspect ration of 16:9. 
A letterbox was added to make it 2.35:1 (Cinemascope). Screening formats 
include a secure online screener and DVD PAL (Region 0 / Multizone).

How to Play Tumbang Preso

Tumbang Preso requires at least three participants to play. A tin can and slippers 
or jandals are also required.

The tin can is placed inside a small circle. An area around this is marked as the 
territory of whoever is the ‘tag’.

The ‘tag’ must guard the tin can and there can only be one. He can free himself 
from his position by tagging others. However, he may only tag them if they are 
inside his territory and if the tin can is upright.

The other players’ aim is to topple the tin can by aiming and throwing their 
slippers. They may also hit the ‘tag’ if they can get close enough. If they run out 
of slippers to throw, they must try and retrieve some by going inside the territory. 
This is the opportune moment for the ‘tag’ to tag one of them.

The game can play on forever. It normally ends when the players get bored or 
tired.
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Appendix 3: Indicative TVCs and music videos on the attached 
DVD data disc.

 
TVCs

Chrysalis (2008)
Director: Thanonchai Sornsriwichai
Production Company: Phenomena, Bangkok

Panyee FC (2011)
Directed by: Matt Devine / The Glue Society 
Production Company: Revolver Film 

The Reunion Sek Fan (2012)
Director: Al Isaac
Production House: SuperWonderful Films SDN BHD

Music Videos

Not Giving In (2012)
Artist: Rudimental
Director: Josh Cole

Hall of Fame (2012)
Artist: The Script ft. will.i.am
Director: Ethan Lader

Small Town Boy (1984)
Artist: Bronski Beat
Director: Rose Bernard

Haru Haru (2008)
Artist: Big Bang
Director: Eun Taek Cha

Outside (1998)
Artist: George Michael
Director: Vaughan Arnel

Stranger in Moscow (1996)
Artist: Michael Jackson
Director: Nicholas Bradnt

"MM�*�8BOU�*T�:PV (1989)
Artist: U2
Director: Meiert Avis

Papa Don’t Preach (1986)
Artist: Madonna
Director: James Foley






